Abstract: The aim of this paper is to investigate the philosophical connotations
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The Dream and the Time -Space Axis
In what follows the different functions of the dream will be analyzed, as they feature in A Midsummer Night's Dream and in La vida es sueño. First, the dream and the state of dreaming earn the philosophical connotations of time and timing. Physical time is seen as a dream, the two entities become almost equal: in A Midsummer Night's Dream, Hippolyta tells her future husband Theseus that he must wait four more nights till they are married and that this span of time will fly away as quickly as a dream (Shakespeare (1596 :I.1). Dreaming and dreams become an instrument of measuring time.
Secondly, love is tightly connected to the concept of dreams, daydreams and melancholy. Love is seen as part of the act of dreaming, of the state of being asleep and both dreams and love presuppose suffering even while asleep. It is usually during dreaming that the characters undergo the necessary changes conducive to falling in love; this way love and dreaming are closely interconnected.
Moreover, love equals a dream, as it is both bliss and illusion: love is blind, in other words, love is similar to a blissful dream, one can anytime wake up and realize that s/he does not love the other person any more or that they themselves are not loved. Love and dreams may be at any time abruptly terminated and one awakens to utter disillusionment and to the brutal reality.
On the spatial-temporal axis, the dream in A Midsummer Night's Dream, is connected to the forest and to the night, to the nocturnal coordinates. It reminds of the Forest of Arden in As You Like It ( (1623 ) and they both gain magical connotations: they represent an enchanted place that triggers falling asleep and dreaming, stepping into the 'beyond-reality'.
The forest serves as a gateway to a realm where time and space will symbolically fluidify and dilate; subsequently identities may also alter (the quid-pro-quo trope) and cause identity crises.
All rules of logic and reason are disrupted within this magical framework of space and time, and everything becomes possible before sunrise reinstalls the quotidian normality of being awake.
The magical forest reminds of another topos with similar connotations in Shakespeare's The Tempest (1996 (1611 ) as well as in its postmodern rewriting, John Fowles's The Magus (1965/1988) . The island functions as an enchanted realm, far away from the logical norms of science that govern the physical world. It represents a place of initiation, a meta-reality and a meta-physical entity where inner maturation and initiation may be completed (Zelinka 2016:19-24 ).
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The same special topos appears in de la Barca's play, where the dream is induced again by a potion, in a special, mysterious place: inside the prison-cave where Segismundo endures his misfortune. The dream thus creates the necessary preconditions to altering Segismundo's perception of time and space coordinates, which seem to melt into total confusion when he wakes up as a prince in the royal castle.
Moreover, his existential coordinates are utterly changed too, as he awakens to a completely different status, having traversed the long way from an outcast inmate to a royal prince. The reverse identity crisis will follow, when his father again induces his state of sleeping and crumbles his most privileged social status by locking him back inside his prison. Therefore, sleep and dreaming become the instruments of altering Prince Segismundo's spatial-temporal and existential coordinates. Similar to the aforementioned Shakespearean characters and to Fowles's protagonist, Nicholas Urfe, Segismundo also acts as a disempowered character, who must undergo painful, yet illuminating existential crises in order to complete his nostos.
Masculine vs. Feminine: Patriarchal Connotations Deconstructed
Both Shakespeare and de la Barca manipulate the physical time and space coordinates, by submitting them to the subversive laws governing their magic topoi (the forest and the prison inside the cave). These laws undermine the traditional norms of order, science, reason and logicality, traditionally attributed by the patriarchal canon to the reason-and logic-driven masculinity (Irigaray 1985:210-213) . According to feminist literary criticism, undermining the patriarchal, monolithic, masculine norm from a counter-patriarchal, counter-masculine or counter-canonical position approaches a feminine positionality (Kristeva 1989 :111-112, hooks 2004 :153-156, Longino 1993 :106, Burkitt 1999 . Theses theoreticians argue that the feminine approach deconstructs traditionally masculine-associated rationality and scientific rigour and it opens to universally applicable fluidity, dynamism and proteanism.
In other words, the manipulation of space and time, especially the deconstruction of their logical, Apollonian basis proves that the two playwrights depart from the masculine auctorial position and approach a feminine, subversive, dynamic redefinition of the space-time axis. Luce Irigaray (1985:210-213) argues that the masculine is governed by millennia-long norms of reason, coherence and sameness, while the feminine is fluid, subversive, and protean and it escapes all attempts of inflexible, conceptual definition. If masculinity is related to the logically and scientifically provable reality, the feminine is the beyond-provable, the metanorm.
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That is why the two playwrights' device of fluidifying space and time renders them closer to the feminine positionality of subversiveness, dynamism and mystery. Both adopt a counter-masculine, counter-patriarchal auctorial standpoint by pushing their plots under the auspices of feminine connotations.
The Dream: Masquerade and Quid-pro-quo
The same trope of subversiveness, fluidity and meta-norm may be detected in the case of the characters' identity crises, once they enter the dilated space and time of the magical forest. In Shakespeare's play, the quid-pro-quo motif is triggered by King Oberon and carried out by Puck. Puck is the naughty little elf, who likes to play tricks on humans, he is the fairy king's, Oberon's aid and he is the one who puts the characters to sleep and thus makes them dream their existence. He also transforms Bottom's head into that of a donkey and at dawn he awakens all characters back to reality. This way they believe that all that happened to them in the forest, during the night was only a dream. Therefore, in the magical forest, where all the rules of the reason-governed physical world are annulled, the humans are reduced to mere puppets, pawns in the hands of supernatural beings.
In de la Barca's play, the characters also undergo substantial identity alterations and crises during their dreams. However, their act of dreaming is not dictated in the least by their own freedom of choice. At the end of the play, they do not know whether they have dreamt or not, whether they are dreaming or not, or if their future will be a dream or not. They seem to lose control over their past, present and future and over their destiny. They cannot be certain whether life is dreamt by a supernatural entity or the humans enter the state of dreaming. Their maximum freedom of choice is to presume that all that happened in the play was a dream, a nice or an unpleasant one, on an individual basis. They have no control over their destiny either, whether it be reality or a dream directed by God. Thus, in de la Barca's play the dream symbolizes the characters' loss of one of their basic human rights: their free will or freedom of choice. They are reduced to simple pawns in the hands of Destiny. They are deprived of the most basic human right, that of knowing whether their existence is real or a meta-physical being's dream. Moreover, they also lose control over their own destiny and over their own identity. They may at any time fall into or wake up from a dream that completely alters their axiological and existential frameworks, their identity or social status. Not only are space and time liquefied, but identity and freedom of choice are also subject to the feminine-related connotations of subversiveness, fluidification and meta-norm.
Thus, de la Barca conveys a quadruple fluidification of existential coordinates: time, space, identity and free will, as they all defy the canonically masculine-associated norms of logicality and constancy (Irigaray 1985:213) .
At the same level of identity fluidification, the reader also witnesses Shakespeare's distancing from the canonically masculine norms of sameness, coherence and unity. Not only are space and time liquefied, but the characters' identities too, approaching a feminine-90 connected atmosphere of fluidity and dynamism (Irigaray 1985:215) . Shakespeare and de la Barca do not consider time, space and the human identity as monolithic, unchangeable entities.
They rather embrace what feminist literary criticism considers as counter-patriarchal and closer to the feminine standpoint: a position marked by openness to the ever-changing nature of the universe, to fluidity and benefic dynamism.
In the same line of thought, the dream also gains the function of future foreseeing and of ill-omen. Shakespeare's Hermia dreams that a serpent eats up her heart, while her beloved Lysander is cynically smiling at her and her dream proves true, as she soon realizes that the serpent symbolizes Evil and Lysander abandons her for another lady. The same ill-omen dream appears in La vida es sueño, where the queen dreams that a monster is growing inside her and eventually kills her. Her destiny follows the connotations of her dream and she soon dies in childbirth.
Finally, life as a whole is seen as a dream. Oberon tells Puck to touch the human lovers' eyelids with a magical flower while they are asleep, so that when they wake up everything seems to have been a dream: "When they wake, all this derision / Shall seem a dream" (Shakespeare 1596 . In his soliloquy which closes the play, Puck also implies that life is nothing but a dream: "If we shadows have offended, / Think but this, and all is mended, / That you have but slumber'd here / While these visions did appear" (Shakespeare (1596 , V.1.415). This way, any unpleasant reality may be saved by sleeping and dreaming, characters are granted the freedom to wake up, to detach from the dream they had been dreaming and they may continue their life, regardless of the unpleasant nightmare or dream.
The same concept appears in de la Barca's play, where Segismundo's closing lines express his fear that he might once again wake up from his present dream (which is in fact life itself) and find himself back in his prison. Life and reality on the one hand, and dreams, metareality on the other hand are constantly interlacing to a point where the human being loses her/his agency to differentiate between them. S/he is reduced to a mere toy in the hands of capricious Fate.
De la Barca's masterpiece functions as a reflection of the general state of decadence, misery and despair after the fall of the glorious Spanish Empire, starting with the defeat of the Armada in 1588. The entire Empire crumbled to pieces together with the hopes and dreams shared by its people in a relatively short span of time. Decadence and despair followed and the clergy literally encouraged people to seek refuge on a metaphysical level, namely in dreams 91 and daydreams. Hence the emergence of the belief that life is nothing but a dream, an illusion or a delusion. However, it is impossible to overlook the 'price' that these historic changes have demanded. On a psycho-emotional level, both the contemporary Western communities and the individual are massively shattered and a series of stress-related conditions have emerged in the 20 th century: alienation, anxiety, depression, workaholism, panic disorders. According to specialists, these are just a few of the quite vast spectrum of contemporary neuroses and psychoses (Horney 2010 :23-33, Lorenz 2006 :74-87, Minois 2005 Oriental masters such as Rumi (Ciabattari 2014, online) . The contemporary human is looking for self-validating anchors either in the past or in an alternative geo-cultural space.
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